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YES

Monitor’s Comments
NO 1.Did Examiner attempt to lay foundation for PLCs?

YES

NO 2.Did Examiner encourage subject to recall the incident, such as telling them to re-live it?
Should not occur, is a critical error, and will likely invalidate the test if done.

YES

NO 3.Did Examiner use correct nomenclature? Question types must be referred to as
Security (RQs), Diagnostic Truth (IRQs), and Diagnostic Lies (DLCs).

Monitors: Check when you hear the following statements. Any omitted will be reviewed with the Examiner.
4A. “Some questions may be more difficult…”
An early attempt at conditioning the subject to listen for a certain type of question. It is said once during the overview,
and referenced once just prior to introducing the first group of Diagnostic Lie Questions.
4B. “The same changes occur when you lie…when you lie, you respond.”
Use during F3 explanation, and as a reminder just before collecting ACQT.
4C. “Polygraph cannot tell the difference between big lies and little lies.”
Use at F3.
4D. “When you lied (to that number), you responded.”
When introducing the DLCs, be sure examiner refers back to the response at the key during the ACQT.
Examiner must state the rationale for the DLCs at their introduction
5A. You demonstrated capability to respond during the ACQT.
5B. People can get tired, bored, fatigued, lose focus.
5C. The Diagnostic Lie Questions allow me to confirm you are retaining the capability to respond when you lie.
5D. Your full attention is crucial. If you fail to remember to lie, or incorrectly answer a Diagnostic Lie Question, you
negate a critical piece of your test.
Listen for correct transition to the DLCs
6A. Examiner described the DLC as a minor indiscretion/transgression having no impact on their hiring status.
6B. Examiner confirmed subject had an event in mind, but advised subject to not provide any detail.
6C. Examiner advised subject that a question will be asked about the event, which both know has in fact occurred.
6D. Subject was advised to answer No to the question, which will be a lie answer.
7. Examiner reviewed all questions in proper order (RQs/SR, CQs, IRQs) prior to collecting the first chart of each
series.

Monitor’s Signature

Examiner’s Signature

Sign with signature pad, not PIV card
Additional Comments on Reverse

Monitor's Comments:
This is this examiner's ____ DLCT. I have monitored ____ DLC exams administered by this examiner.

